Topic-Natural disasters, area of interest North
America

Understand geographical similarities and differences of region within the Americas

Describe the types of different settlements

Plan a journey to a place in another part of
the world, taking account of distance and
time. I can map land use

Investigate natural disasters

Show how natural disasters have changed
the geographical features of our world.

Science—Properties of materials ...can you

Compare and group together everyday materials
on the basis of their properties, including their
hardness, solubility, transparency, conductivity
(electrical and thermal), and response to magnets.

Give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and fair tests, for the particular uses of everyday materials, including metals, wood and plastic

Identify scientific evidence that has been used to
support or refute ideas or arguments

Plan different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling variables where necessary

Spring 1

Art/DT—. Surrealism inspired by Dali
 Compare artwork by the famous artist.
 Interpret the influences in the pictures
 Paint in the style of Dali

Shake , rattle and roll
by earth wind and Fire

Outdoor Games—Rugby - Can you…?
 Send and receive passes
 Learn the complexities of the rules

Dance— —gymnastics—Can you…?
 Complete a headstand
 Can you complete a spider walk

 Fiction—to write a 5 part story—
Context Stories from another culture , Lapin and the Tar baby.
 Non—Fiction—Instructions
 GaPs—Using commas to demarcate sentences correctly.

Cheater Scheme of
Work

 Make more complex tessellations
 Use inkscape to create art

Maths
Following Lancashire grid for learning

 Explain that relationships are all different and that differ






French - Catherine

 Create simple tessellations

PHSCE / SEAL
The way we feel ...can you...



English

Computing: we are artist..Can you…

ent ways of behaving are appropriate to different types of
relationships.
Accept and appreciate people’s friendship and try not to
demand more than they are able or wish to give.
Say things and do things that are likely to make a difficult
situation better.
Identify things that people sometimes do or say in a conflict situation that usually make things worse.
Use skills for solving problems peacefully to help other
people resolve conflict.
Identify what your triggers are for anger, what happens
when you get angry, what happens when you are overwhelmed by feelings of anger and some ways to calm
down.
Consider both the short-term and long-term consequences of behaviour in order to make a wise choice when
feeling angry.

RE—

Music – Listen with attention to detail and recall

See agreed Manchester sylla-

sounds with increasing aural memory

